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Details of Visit:

Author: BTB
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 2 Apr 2014 12:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07563460377

The Premises:

Flat in Ryland Street - the same one as used by Paris Lamour who I reviewed a few weeks ago.
Perfectly acceptable although, today, there was no hot water.

Easy to find although can be difficult to park so I used the nearby Tesco and walked from there.

The Lady:

Grace's profile says that she is a 34 year old Hungarian - that may be true but, to me, she didn't
look anywhere near 30, let alone 34. I would have said she was early 20's.

The pictures on her profile clearly show that she has a great body but do not show her face - I was
therefore a little wary of booking her, but I needn't have worried - she is stunning. To me she looks a
lot like Annet Mahendru who plays Nina in the US TV series The Americans. I told her this when we
had finished and she seemed quite pleased a the compliment. 

The Story:

I spent the morning mentally tossing a coin about who to see today and eventually narrowed it down
to a choice between two Thai girls and Grace. I called the two Thai girls first (Thai girls are my usual
preference) but neither answered the phone so I called and arranged an appointment with Grace
even though I was a little wary about doing so as she has no previous reviews, the pictures on her
profile don't show her face and her list of likes doesn't include either anal or CIM. Against this she is
part of a Group whose girls seem to have, by and large, consistently good reviews so I though why
not and boy was I glad I did.

I arrived at the car park somewhat earlier than I anticipated so when ringing to get the address I
asked if the appointment could be brought forward by 15 minutes - I was assured that that was no
problem.

On entering the flat I was met by Grace wearing her nurses uniform - a bit tacky but what the hell, it
didn't stay on that long - and greeted with a kiss. After dealing with the paperwork Grace told me
that there was no hot water so a shower was out of the question but, nonetheless, I was invited to
wash my equipment in cold water.

On returning to the room, the fun started - and boy what fun it was - oral (OWO) both ways, kissing,
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cuddling, sex in several positions and it appeared that she was enjoying it as much as I was -
although somehow I doubt it! She is one hell of a sexy lady and I have no idea how I managed to
last as long as I did before the inevitable happened.

So, would I see her again - you betcha I would - again and again and again - I could become very
addicted to this girl even though she doesn't provide all of the services I would normally go for (ie
anal and CIM). Apart from that, the only downside is that she only going to be here another week or
so before returning to Hungary - I hope she comes back soon!
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